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Fear eats the soul, and anxiety keeps it up at night, 
producing a string of symptoms onto which delusions and 
fantasies may freely attach. Follow the stairs up to Richard 
Bosman’s exhibition “High Anxiety,” and find yourself 
inside the modern human, whose mind balances on the 
knife-edge of total collapse. 
 
Bosman has been painting noirish scenes of violence, 
romance, and anomie for nearly forty years—this intimate 

survey features works from 1981 to 2019. His canvases, which pull from a range of sources, such 
as comic books and stock photography, feel operatic. Painted wet-on-wet, his stroke is smooth 
but quick, as if he’s grasping for something that’s about to escape. In all but one piece, the 
subject is alone. Yet Bosman’s masterful cinematic cropping always implies another presence, 
lurking, voyeuristic. Take Hotel, 2016, where we see what appears to be a woman lying in bed. 
Only her legs are visible. The sun is streaming into her room, and a book has fallen to her side. Is 
someone else there? Is she sleeping? Is she even breathing? Woman in the Rain, 2017, depicts 
the titular subject, hands on her head, during a torrential downpour, captured mid-scream. The 
picture seems to tremble. I found myself in a state of transference: Is she the one howling, or am 
I? 
 
The people Bosman portrays are well dressed and polished, but don’t be fooled. There is an 
insidious tension that emanates from so many fastidiously groomed facades. All of his models 
are mere moments away from cracking. As we paddle through contemporary life, a psychic 
rupture seems reasonable, or even healthy—just don’t let yourself drift too far. Consider “High 
Anxiety” a gentle reminder of this. 
 

— Jashin Friedrich 



	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
Looking at Richard Bosman’s Tricky Take on Predecessors 
By Cate McQuaid GLOBE CORRESPONDENT   
 
MARCH 14, 2012 

 

The art world tends to fetishize its 

heroes. A shovel owned by Marcel 

Duchamp, a broom from Jasper 

Johns’s studio - such things become 

relics. Richard Bosman’s show, “Art 

History, Fact and Fiction,’’ at Carroll 

and Sons, is clearly the work of a 

fetishist. He has made trompe l’oeil 

paintings of the shovel and the broom, 

as well as paintings of the interiors of 

artists’ studios such as those of Willem 

DeKooning and Barnett Newman. 

Trompe l’oeil is the operative phrase here. Bosman pays homage, but there’s also something saucy, 

something tricky, if you will - trompe l’oeil means “trick the eye,’’ after all - about his work. The 

centerpiece of the show, the installation “Museum Wall,’’ from a distance looks like a salon-style exhibit of 

masterpieces: a Picasso, a Magritte, a Gauguin, and many more. Get up close, and you’ll see that Bosman 

has painted each with his own loose, assured brushwork. And what looks like a carved, ornate frame from 

a distance is actually an array of smears and dabs on canvas. 

Black-and-white photos in a book are the source for some of his paintings of studios. “Barnett Newman’s 

Studio’’ is neat as a pin. Chairs sit idly before two large canvases from Newman’s stark, legendary “The 

Stations of the Cross’’ series, black zips hurtling down white canvases. A black-dipped brush sits on a 

closed paint can on the floor. Maybe someone has stopped in, and Newman has put down his brush to 

chat. 

While these paintings are fastidious, Bosman adds his own details, such as a newspaper and a girlie 

calendar in “DeKooning’s Studio.’’ He honors his predecessors, but with sly winks and deceptive 

brushwork; he makes work that’s as much about painting itself as it is about painters, and the way paint 

conjures not only imagery, but ideas, and value, and icons. 

Richard Bosman’s “Barnett Newman's Studio” is on display at Carroll 
and Sons. 
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Richard Bosman has been exhibiting since 1980, but his paintings look like the work
of a much younger man. This isn't to say they're not “mature,” but his subjects are
the kind of earnest, hokey Americana that Gen Y artists tend to celebrate. The
sentiments are similar, too. Despite their over-the-top embrace of American history,
manifested as kitsch, his paintings are almost completely devoid of apparent irony.
Melville's Desk (all works 2004) hangs alongside an old-timey roadside furniture
stand, a horror-vacui gift shop full of collectibles, and the exterior of an anonymous
Lumberman's Museum. The persistence of country crafts (Bosman lives in upstate
New York) is reflected in his wet-on-wet brushwork, which initially gives his work
the look of something you'd expect from an extraordinarily talented child, or an
outsider artist. In a way, actually, he is an outsider artist. A Dutch-Australian born
in India, he avoids the big signifiers of contemporary American culture and heads
instead straight to this country's less glamorous heart, to the Shakers and Civil War
reenactors and the Fort at Ticonderoga, where the humble fires of American history
are stoked.

— Martha Schwendener

CRITIC’ PICK

https://www.artforum.com/picks/richard-bosman-7361
https://www.artforum.com/artguide/elizabeth-harris-gallery-1941
https://www.artforum.com/contributor/martha-schwendener






ART IN REVIEW; Richard Bosman 

By ROBERTA SMITH | MAY 16, 2003 

In the early 1980's Richard Bosman contributed to the return of representation with 
tragicomic, daringly ham-handed paintings of violence and romance that rifled through 
the history of book illustration from pulp fiction to Rockwell Kent. But as 80's image-
making simplified into opposing factions of photo-based appropriation art and (mostly) 
European Neo-Expressionism, Mr. Bosman and his art were progressively left out in the 
cold . 

The artist's first New York show of new paintings since 1994 suggests that the years in 
the wilderness were well spent. In the overcrowded field of painterly (wet-on-wet) 
representation -- from Alex Katz and Neil Welliver to young artists like Dana Schutz and 
Daniel Richter -- Mr. Bosman has refined and developed his style into something that 
more than holds its own ground. 

At Harris, his thick-surfaced paintings of roiling Adirondack streams, bright stowed 
canoes, campsites, trophy-lined hunting lodges and people swimming in lakes continue 
his penchant for parody-homage and crude paint handling. But things are more optically 
complicated and a note of scintillating deftness has been added. Mr. Bosman's luxuriant, 
dashed-off brushwork, brings a quality at once antic and powerful to expanses of trees, 
water and wood grain and staring deer, both living and stuffed. 

The images, whose naturalistic palette is sparked with expert additions of white, push 
toward you with a kind of aggressive intimacy, a little juicy and overdone. Their strength, 
however, may be quite literal: the slightly clumsy scale relationships between surface 
agitation, surface size and image. 

The show breaks from the Adirondack theme with open declarations of northern artistic 
allegiances in ''Munch's Closet'' and ''Rembrandt's Collections.'' And Mr. Bosman revisits 
the intimations of violence implicit in his pulp fiction paintings with ''Raft,'' which 
centers (exactly, like a movie camera) on the head and shoulders of a man emerging from 
a deserted lake onto the ladder of a swimming raft. Maybe he's trying not to wake the 
woman sunbathing on its surface; maybe he's going to kill her. 

Lake scenes and swimmers predominate in the exhibition of Mr. Busman's prints at Solo 
Impressions, where his sure connection to materials is visible in more abbreviated form. 
The choice of medium -- color wood cut -- underscores his connection to German 
Expressionism; and a selection of earlier prints sketchily surveys previous subjects. The 
list of 80's artists, especially painters, who have deepened their work in the ensuing years 
often seems depressingly short, but Mr. Bosman should be on it.  

Both through May 23 

Elizabeth Harris Gallery  Solo Impression 
529 West 20th Street, Chelsea 601 West 26th Street, Chelsea 































PRINT | December 1986 

Richard Bosman 
GALERIA TOSELLI  
MILAN 

Aerial visions and acrobatic flashes of a tragic ski run animate this show by peintre maudit 
Richard Bosman. Bosman’s reputation as a lover of the criminal, the cruel, and the frightening 
preceded his arrival in Milan for this, his first show of paintings here. His images are 
accelerated film frames, instantaneous takes, and rapid sequences, translated into paintings. 
The Skier, 1985, is like a film: an unsettling subject unfolds amid the snowy landscape. The 
images follow the descent: an immaculate setting, crisp air, trees enveloped by wind, the 
purifying vista of nature; then a flight, the fall, physical damage, blood. 

How are these paintings different from Uptown Murder, 1981, for example, or The Burden, 
1983? In the former, a woman stands between window and victim; one doesn’t know if she’s 
the author or the discoverer of the crime. In the latter, a boy drags behind him the cumbersome 
load of a human head. These paintings are condensed representations of events, successive 
phases, silent, an epilogue. To paraphrase the rule for ancient tragedy: they have a unity of 
time, of place, and of anguish. 

While one comprehends the protagonist’s anxiety, what holds the phases of Bosman’s 
painting together is the deliberate way he breaks down the boundary between interior and 
exterior. Bosman’s painting is an amplified representation of events both external and internal. 
The representation spells out what has happened, including states of mind and psychic 
reactions to the event. In fact, it has been justly suggested that this painting is both Freudian 
and Jungian in that it examines what lies in shadows in terms of both the individual and the 
expression of a collective anxiety. In Bosman’s work, with its expanded emotive elements and 
chronicled event, the painting exists on a level more typical of the theater; the tragedy is recited 
with intent to purify The painting’s narrative aspect achieves an ethical sentiment and aims at 
catharsis. The white snows emit a sense of the clear and clean, but the outcome is written in 
fate, as in classical tragedy. 

Bosman’s paintings have an abstract expressionist fabric. This “perverse” nephew of Pop 
art, heir to Lichtenstein’s illustrations, overlays his painting with a cultural coating all his 
own. His expressionist references translate the difficulty of a dialogue with reality into 
imagery that touches the heights of exasperation. 

—Jole de Sanna 

Translated from the Italian by Meg Shore. 





PRINT | Summer 1983 

Richard Bosman 
BROOKE ALEXANDER GALLERY 
NEW YORK 

Richard Bosman presents a somewhat similar problem. Another painter who looked hot when he 
first appeared, Bosman has so far been unable to develop his starting position into anything more 
substantial than a good beginning. He has fallen victim to that familiar syndrome: one big hit 
followed by too many, too similar remakes. Three years ago the corny violence he favored in both 
image and handling seemed timely, exactly keyed to pressing issues centering on the debate about 
appropriation (itself suffering from a repeater problem). For a while Bosman, like the Berlin 
painters, seemed to be concerned with intervening in that debate. His use of comic-book pictures 
and a patently borrowed, authentically inauthentic painting style placed him firmly within the 
“pseudo” rather than “neo” camp. The paintings looked highly romantic yet cynical. The stories 
they told, too-familiar melodramas of love, death, and detectives, were presented in a painting 
style which matched their degraded heroism. 

The new paintings look the same, if a little larger, and that is the problem. There is no evidence in 
the new work of a continuing dialectic. A stasis has been reached, an understanding 
accomplished. Perhaps as a result of some complicity between the earlier paintings and their 
critical reception, the work has solidified into a mannerism, a barely conscious repetition of 
proven formulas. Worse, instead of thinking about what he paints or why he paints, Bosman has 
been concentrating on how he paints. The new paintings are much smoother than the earlier work, 
the awkwardness of flailing limbs and torn faces is lost, and what could once be understood as a 
defamiliarizing device (“bad” painting) now seems much less exact, perhaps nothing more 
interesting than a kind of slovenliness. 

What has happened is that the paintings have been reduced to stylized repetitions of their 
precursors. The detectives and hoods become emblematic not of the aspirations our culture, in 
high and low forms, invests in charismatic heroes, but of their already known existence as 
Bosman’s trademarked production. They have ceased being the means through which Bosman 
advances his art and have become talismans that identify it and so take it over. The most 
emblematic of these new paintings illustrates the point only too well: a chase; two figures 
advance, but they are frozen into an awkward, relief like immobility, suspended in a bright red 
field of brushstrokes, of bloody repetitions mirroring the collapse of art into production, practice 
into product, work into its representation. 

—Thomas Lawson 



PRINT | January 1982 

Richard Bosman 
BROOKE ALEXANDER GALLERY 
NEW YORK 

Richard Bosman’s new paintings are ugly like a Mickey Spillane novel is ugly. They’re 
mannered, gutsy, and intoxicated with the poetry of vernacular violence. Scenes of escalated 
mayhem are thickly painted with mean, muddy colors—lots of yucky gray and blue and red. The 
jagged intensity of the figures, all of which are caught in moments of impending or resolved 
brutality, is reminiscent of the alienated Expressionism of Edvard Munch. Bosman doesn’t have 
Munch’s cathartic sense of subject—he’s still thumping away on the bass where Munch fine-
tuned the treble; and the work can be a little dippy in its “Oh, my God” hysteria. But when 
Bosman tempers the melodrama with a little gestural psychology, the results can be very 
powerful. 

Most of the paintings share a narrative device that juxtaposes what is clearly a victim with what 
may be either a bystander or a perpetrator. Feet entering or fleeing the frame are the least 
interesting variation on the theme. Some paintings court the viewer by setting up scenes of 
cinematic familiarity: a noir heroine stands impassively by a window ignoring the bloodied 
corpse on the shag rug; a man catapults backwards out the window into a starry night, while his 
companion is caught in a position of menace or assistance. Ultimately, Billy Wilder and Alfred 
Hitchcock have done these scenes better. 

There are, however, three paintings in which Bosman is brilliantly on target, in which his agitated 
paint handling coincides with compositions that unnerve. The quietest of the three shows a man 
putting on his coat in a Hopperesque bedroom. The man is standing between the bed and the 
window. Outside, it’s raining; the neutral meanness of the room and the slashes of rain on the 
window set a Willy Loman mood. Then, turning it all around—a gun on the bed. This is a pristine 
evocation of menace. 

In Bosman’s largest painting (a diptych, in fact), a wall of golden wheat rises by the side of a dirt 
road. A man stands by the open door of a sedan. In the foreground, in a puddle of blood, is a 
corpse. A crack in the sedan’s windscreen hints at a reciprocal violence but does not emphasize it. 
Here Bosman has beautifully synthesized a genre of Great Plains Gothicism in all its murderous 
banality. 

The most disturbing painting shows a girl (not a woman) rushing into the sea. Standing on the 
shore is a man clutching a knife. The tension is palpable. The contorted poses of the couple, 
caught in the steely light that suffuses the painting, produce an incisive delineation of terror. This 
is the most economical of Bosman’s paintings, and it dominates the show. 

—Richard Flood 
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